
Fox Chapel Enters Exclusive Partnership with Paper Girls 
to Publish a Media Tie-In Origami Book for Kids

Lancaster, PA — Fox Chapel Publishing 

announces a partnership with Paper Girls, an 

award-winning show for children, to publish 

its first-ever media tie-in book in Spring 2024. 

In this partnership, Fox Chapel Publishing will 

create a book titled Origami Crafts for Kids that 

teaches children to imagine, design, and create 

solutions to their own daily challenges. 

Origami Crafts for Kids introduces beginner 

origami and paper crafts to young readers. It is a complete book and kit with 

100 paper folding sheets and detailed step-by-step instructions for 20 amazing 

projects easy enough for young minds to understand and young hands to 

fold. Each project correlates to a Paper Girls episode that can be found on 

YouTube with a QR code link right in the book to connect to the episode, 

and the projects include a fashion dress, mouse, musical note, Fabio the Fish, 

butterfly and so much more! Kids will be enthralled by this unique book and be 

prepared to tackle 21st century problems by harnessing the powers of narrative, 

paper crafts and digital technology. Author Oliva Levenson is an award-winning 

producer and co-founder at Global Tinker, a children’s media company that 

leverages characters and storytelling to inspire children to learn, create, and play 

in the real world.

 Paper Girls is the winner of the Kidscreen’s “Best Web Series,” the Palm 

Springs International Animation Festival, and miptv’s “Global Kids Digital 

Shorts.” The book and the show have three main tenets: Making (S.T.E.A.M.), 

Mindfulness (social emotional learning) and Mistakes (growth mindset) making 

this incredibly fun and educational. Origami paper craft serves as the show’s 

foundation and directly support it’s learning objectives: creativity, critical 

thinking, collaboration, and problem solving. This book is a great introduction 

for 6 and 7-year-olds by harnessing the power of narratives, paper crafts and 

digital technology. 
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